Considerations in the Development of the Course

- Instructor Time Factor
- Consider Pedagogy
- Usability for UCF and Beyond
- Mobile Course Development
- Student Population
- Instructor Knowledge Base
Course Features

- Mobile Essentials
- Modular
- Practical Examples
- Device Nebulous
- Mobile Essentials
- Broad Approach to Device Integration
- App Nebulous
- Discusses Barriers
Instructor Thinking:
What we would like to facilitate

- Technology and Cognition
- Content
- Cognitive Processes
- Desired Outcome
- Technology
- Student
Modules

Course Modules

- Course Intro
- Mobile Learning Defined
- Barriers to Mobile Learning Integration
- Integrating Mobile into Your Course
- UCF Specific Mobile Options
- Resources
Module 1 - Course Intro
Module 2- Mobile Learning Defined

Mobile Learning Defined

- What is Mobile Learning?
- Device Overview
- Mobile OS Overview
- Purchasing Apps
- Differences in Mobile Learning Models

Quizzes
Conferences
Collaborations
Announcements

UCF Specific Mobile Options
Resources
Module 3 - Barriers to Mobile Integration
Module 5- UCF Specific Options

UCF Specific Mobile Options

- Webcourses@UCF App
- Speedgrader
- UCFMobile

Mobile Checklist

Resources

Canvas on the iPad

Conferences

Collaborations

Announcements

Resources